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Mr/Ms 

 

As a representative of the entity: 
 

He/she on behalf of the entity undertakes to adopt a Green ICT policy knowing: 

 
- The ecological footprint that ICT can have throughout its life-cycle 

- ICT potential to reduce environmental impacts like the climate change 
 

More specifically, the entity that he/she represents undertakes: 

To make your workers aware of ICT environmental problems: its manufacture and its disposal but 

especially its use.  To train them in a more sustainable use of ICT. To establish protocols for workers.  

To programme/ configure all ICT devices used at the entity to make a more efficient use of energy and 
materials by default. 

Prolong the ICT devices useful life as much as possible. 
 

In case of having an own Data Centre (server/s):  
 

To prioritize the Data Centre natural cooling. 

To establish systems for the use of the heat generated in data centres.  
 

In case of renewal of equipment/devices: 
 

To foster virtualization 

To foster the reuse of “retired” equipment, for example giving them to NGOs or any other uses.  

To adopt green procurement and ethical criteria for new equipment.  

To manage suitably the equipment at the end of its useful life (wastes.) 

 

To monitor energy consumption at the entity ICT infrastructure.  

To take part actively on forums like MiHuellaTic or LIFE GREEN TIC project social networks and others. To 

inform about good practices, results and knowledge acquired. To share ideas with other entities. 

To disseminate Green TIC concepts between suppliers, hired companies, partners, etc.  

To gather these measures and others measures as it deems appropriate, in a Plan or Green TIC strategy, 

demonstrating its commitment and setting deadlines after diagnosing the situation or at least an energy 
auditing.  

 

Other commitments (detail) 

 

Other commitments (detail) 

 

Other commitments (detail) 
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